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Management of data, including file creation, data collection, import, conversion, conversion tools, merging, cleanup and general data management. Data display, including map display, map operations, map labeling, map editing, map application, map integration, and graphic applications. Web map services, databases and/or search engines can be very helpful in generating location-based maps, GIS analysis, and
data exploration. Geodata.com, provided by the National Geographic Society, is a global collection of databases and web map services on physical, social and political geography. Their web maps service is one of the most highly regarded and widely used. Maps, 2D and 3D web maps, and spatial data are available. Search capabilities for data exploration are available, as are geographic information systems tools
for education and GIS applications, analytical tools, mapping and data management tools. MapBox is a cloud-based web service that makes it easy to create and publish beautiful, interactive and engaging maps. Maps are simple to create and customize with a variety of built-in map styles. MapBox automatically tracks changes to the data and pushes the updates to your viewers instantly. And MapBox has a
Mapbox Studio App that allows anyone to create a map app for your site. World Explorer is a world map that can be used in a variety of applications. For example, World Explorer can be used to showcase a wide variety of spatial data (including spatial information for U.S. cities, PDBs, and LIDAR points) with a map overlay. In addition to a few map-based data types, World Explorer can display other spatial
data types, such as geographic information systems (GIS) data, shp files, and topo data. World Explorer is available as a Windows desktop and web-based application, and is compatible with ESRI Shapefiles, TopoGPS, and ArcGIS shapefiles. You can use World Explorer to display maps of your campus, city, or region. ArcGIS Online The free platform for ArcGIS is available to anyone, anywhere, and provides
access to tools, data, and resources that will enable you to generate interactive spatial analysis, create maps, and develop spatial applications. The system is easy to use, and the resources within its framework are continuously growing. Since ArcGIS Online is a web-based system, it is a good fit for universities and other organizations that want to use ArcGIS in their own environments. Arc
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